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The concept of Round Colliding Beams

Axial symmetry of counter beam force   + X-Y symmetry of transfer matrix IP2IP

V.V. Danilov et al., EPAC’96, Barcelona, p.1149.
S. Henderson, et al., Proc. PAC’99, New York, p.410.

Additional integral of motion (angular momentum Mz = x′y - xy′)

• Nonlinear particle dynamics becomes 1D;
• thinner resonance net;
• improved beam-beam threshold!

Lattice requirements:

• Head-on collisions!

• Small and equal β-functions at IP: β*
x = β*

y

• Equal beam emittances: εx = εx

• Equal fractional parts of betatron tunes: νx = νx

Round beam profile @ IP

Mx = My

The luminosity of any collider is
restricted by beam-beam effects.
In order to increase beam-beam
threshold the Round Colliding
Beam (RCB) concept was
introduced.

F.M. Izrailev, G.M. Tumaikin, I.B. Vasserman. Preprint INP 79-74, Novosibirsk,(1979).
L.M. Barkov, et al., Proc. HEACC’89, Tsukuba, Japan, p.1385.
S. Krishnagopal, R. Siemann, Proc. PAC’89, Chicago, p.836.

https://accelconf.web.cern.ch/e96/PAPERS/MOPL/MOP007L.PDF


Design parameters @ 1 GeV

Circumference 24.388 m

Beam energy 150 ÷ 1000 MeV

N of bunches 1×1

N of particles 1×1011

Betatron tunes 4.14 / 2.14

β* 8.5 cm

BB parameter 0.1

Luminosity 1×1032  cm-2s-1

SND CMD-3

Operating with IC#VEPP-5 since 2016

• Round beams concept
• 13 T solenoids for FF

VEPP-2000 electron-positron collider

• 2.4 NC dipoles @ 1 GeV
• CBS for beam energy control

160-1005

0.9×1011

0.5×1032

Achieved

0.08? (0.21 – total tuneshift)



Solenoid main coils, NbTi, Nb3Sn Compensating coil

Round Beams Options @ VEPP-2000

Choice of polarity combination: round beam due to 
coupling resonance? The simplest practical solution, 
best dynamic aperture.

Below 600 MeV “short” FF solenoids are available 
(backward halves of main coils switched off).

Flat-to-Round/Mobius or Long-to-Short change needs 
polarity switch in solenoids, realignment and new orbit 
correction.

The RCB realization
at VEPP-2000
includes axially-
symmetric final
focusing with strong
solenoids. The
polarity of solenoid
does not change the
focusing features, but
affect the betatron
eigen modes and
emittances formation.



Routine operation

Machine tuning
1) Orbit correction & minimization of steerers currents using ORM techniques
2) Lattice correction via ORM SVD analysis (δβ < 5%)
3) Betatron coupling correction in arcs (δνmin ~ 0.001)
4) Working point fine tuning & small shift below coupling diagonal
5) Waist position (IP2IP phase advance symmetry)
6) Sextupoles fine tuning (chromaticity slightly undercompensated)

Lifetrac by D.Shatilov, 2008

After correction

Before correction

Specific luminosity & linear lattice correction

Beams profile @ CCDs along the ring



DA & luminosity limitation

The dynamic aperture at VEPP-2000 is nearly twice smaller then predicted 
without clear understanding of the reasons. We have found several sources of 
nonlinear fields and cured or learnt to avoid them.
The FF solenoids definitely provide very strong nonlinear fringe fields, generating 
large positive dν/dA2. The accurate simulation of particle transport through the 
nonlinear solenoid map is not supported by any code and remains challenging.

The consequences: 
• The working point changed from design 0.1 to 0.14÷0.18 (for E = 0.4÷1 GeV)
• β* below 4÷8 cm (E = 0.4÷1 GeV) is not feasible due to DA reduction
• Drastic injection efficiency degradation (to ~20%) in routine strong-strong operation, in the 

presence of counter beam
• Moderate “dynamic emittance” growth at high energy range limits the beam lifetime and 

detectors background
• No practical possibility to work with fully coupled lattice regimes (various solenoids 

polarity combinations)
Tune-amplitude dependence for various regimes

BigS3

Long



E = 240 MeV, 
Ibeam ~ 5×5 mA
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Pickup spectrum of the coherent oscillations

Coherent beam-beam π-
mode interaction with 
machine nonlinear 
resonances?
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“Flip-flop” effect

Although the RCB works well
and beam-beam parameter
was significantly enhanced,
the beams intensity still
limited by one of the beam-
beam effects, namely flip-flop
effect.

This “strong-strong” effect
appears as additional meta-
stable states of the two-beam
system above given intensity
threshold. Except the state
with equal beam sizes there
are two states with one of the
beams being blow-up.

The transverse distribution
becomes strongly non-
Gaussian, the coherent modes
spectra indicates some
interplay with machine non-
linear resonances.



URF= 35 kV URF= 17 kV

• Lengthening is a result of RF bucket flattening + microwave instability
• RF voltage decrease is available only at low energies (due to low SR losses)!

Invention #1: bunch lengthening (2013)

While operation at the low
energy range it was founded
that RF voltage lowering helps
with flip-flop suppression.
This enhancement is a result
of bunch lengthening with
intensity growth. The
lengthening in turn appears
not only due to RF cavity
loading but in addition due to
microwave instability.

The bunch lengthening close
to the β* value is believed to
be helpful due to betatron
phase averaging along the
beam-beam interaction area:
S. Krishnagopal, R. Seeman.,
Phys.Rev.D, 1990

Another possible explanation
– additional “close to
integrabilily” of motion:
Danilov, Perevedentsev, 1997

392.5 MeV392.5 MeV



Invention #2: BeamShaker (2018)

Typical pulse values:
50-100 V, 300 ns, 50 µs

(Trev = 81.4 ns)

Kicked bunch oscillations decoheres very fast in the 
presence of counter beam’s strongly nonlinear field. 
Weak and fast kicks should effectively increase the 
emittance similarly to quantum excitation
by wiggler.

At low energies the emittance growth is available up to the aperture restriction. That allows with the same 
beam-beam parameter (particles density) to increase the beam current and luminosity.

Pickup signal, without counter beam, 360 MeV

Periodically excited oscillations 
gives the line spectrum

Pickup signal, with strong counter beam, 274 MeV

70 µm

@ 274 MeV:
σx = 250 µm @ pickup
τdamp = 130 ms = 1.6×106 turns 100 turns



BeamShaker (2)
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Experimentally: permanent excitation of “strong” beam 
size prevent it from shrinkage to natural value during 
injection cycle of “weak” beam, or other perturbations. 
Very effective suppression of flip-flop meta-stable states.

Luminosity w/wo shaker

Beam-beam parameter as extracted from delivered luminosity



Coherent beam-beam oscillations spectrum
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− − ∆ν = 0.21  → ξ = 0.17/IP

Here the Yokoya factor Y = 1, due 
to fast kick method of eigen modes 
excitation and due to short period 
analysis (studied @ VEPP-2M; 
simulated for VEPP-2000 by 
D.Shatilov)

“Classic values” Y = 1.21 (round) to 
1.33 (flat)
K.Yokoya, H.Koiso, Particle 
Accelerators, v.27 (1990)

σ π

νσ = 0.135, νπ = 0.345



Streak-camera & photodiode array studies
Turn-by-turn transverse beam profile monitor: already tested 
to prove non-coherent nature of flip-flop phenomena.

Streak-camera always observing electron bunch.
Both currents well above beam-beam threshold.
Note: νs = 0.002 >> Ts = 500 turns
E = 392.5 MeV

1. Circulating e−, injecting e+. Turn #40.

2. Circulating e−, injecting e+. Turn #80.

3. Injecting e−, circulating e+, Turn #40.
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Test without counter 
beam: circulating and 
injected e− bunches



Achieved luminosity

CMD-3 luminosity, 
averaged over 10% 
of best runs

2017-2018 data

Current absolute record peak luminosity: Lpeak = 5×1031 cm−2s−1 @ 950 MeV

β* ~ 4cm @ 475 MeV
With target luminosity of
1032 cm−2s−1 at the top energy, the
scaling low is proportional to γ4

for the fixed lattice (see dashed
line). With given aperture one can
vary β* value in a way to fix the
beamsize in the FF solenoids that
gives γ2 scaling (dotted line).

Unfortunately, with β* lower than
4 cm the dynamic aperture
decrease to unacceptable size that
force us to fix the lattice again at
very low energy range (blue
dashed line).

The mentioned at previous slides
tricks with flip-flop additional
suppression the achieved
luminosity already exceeds the
discussed estimated limits at the
middle energies.



Data taking

Screenshot of VEPP-2000 status page during routine operation at 
nucleon-antinucleon pairs production threshold. Jan-12 2022.

Subtotal: 400 pb−1/detector
Target: 1 fb−1



Accumulated data

Lowest energy ever obtained in e+e− colliders

ρ,ω ϕη ̍ NN D*0η f1

we are here The best daily integral: 2.42 pb−1: Jan-2022



Thank you for your attention
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